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1. Introduction
Mining enterprise proxy log plays an important role for enterprise manager and employers. For example, it can
be used to optimal the proxy cache strategies, and predict the intention of employees and their navigation behaviors.
Moreover, it can even be used as the data source of the analysis of abnormal behavior pattern and help detect the
insider threat. However, the size of enterprise proxy log is increasing rapidly, which makes it diﬃcult to ﬁnd the
“right” or “interesting” information today. During the entire preprocessing of web usage mining, data cleaning is the
step of ﬁrst importance performed which is widely used in many data mining systems. There are many methods which
proposed to improve data quality by removing the irrelevant items such as jpeg, gif ﬁles, sound ﬁles and web requests
with a wrong http status code [1, 2, 3].
However, most of them are designed for preprocessing web server logs while seldom articles work on the enterprise
proxy logs. Enterprise proxy log, which is a special type of proxy log that record web requests from multiple clients to
multiple web servers, record actual requests from computers inside a large enterprise intranet to web servers outside
the intranet by using a proxy server.
As shown in Figure 1, enterprise proxy logs stay in a diﬀerent location comparing to web server logs. So they
show a few diﬀerent features comparing with web server logs. The main diﬀerent places are shown below:
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Abstract
Data cleaning is an important step performed in the preprocessing stage of web usage mining, and is widely used in many data
mining systems. Despite many eﬀorts on data cleaning for web server logs, it is still an open question for enterprise proxy logs.
With unlimited accesses to websites, enterprise proxy logs trace web requests from multiple clients to multiple web servers,which
make them quite diﬀerent from web sever logs on both location and content. Therefore, many irrelevant items such as software
updating requests cannot be ﬁltered out by traditional data cleaning methods. In this paper, we propose the ﬁrst method named
EPLogCleaner that can ﬁlter out plenty of irrelevant items based on the common preﬁx of their URLs. We make an evaluation of
EPLogCleaner with a real network traﬃc trace captured from one enterprise proxy. Experimental results show that EPLogCleaner
can improve data quality of enterprise proxy logs by further ﬁltering out more than 30% URL requests comparing with traditional
data cleaning methods.
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Figure 1. the diﬀerent location of the proxy log comparing with server log
1. Multiple web servers. Web server log is access log of users surﬁng on a particular site, while the enterprise
proxy log has no limit to websites. On one hand, it helps researchers to capture a huge amount of records; on
the other hand, these records make it hard to discover users behavior pattern.
2. Fixed user group. For a web server, the loyalty of user group depends on many reasons such as the update
frequency of web content. But from the perspective of an enterprise proxy, the majority of user group remain
long-time stable which may help to track user behavior in a long-term.
3. Unknown to the information of website. It is impossible to inform enterprise proxy about the classiﬁcation of
pages and the topology of website. It increases the diﬃculty of data cleaning method for enterprise proxy log.
4. Sustained and rapid growth of new pages. As for the enterprise proxy, it not only enlarges the scale of the
records , but also urges the data cleaning method to be self-adaptive in order to deal with these new pages. But
for each website, the growth speed of new pages is predictable.
5. Diversifying the behavior motivation. For a website manager, the access is usually related to the topic of this
site. But it is unrealistic when the enterprise proxy log is taken as input. People should deﬁne several standard
of classiﬁcation in order to discover user behavior pattern when they use enterprise proxy log.
Taken all these features into consideration, prior data cleaning methods for server log are ineﬀective in the prepro-
cessing of enterprise proxy logs. Our work aims to solve the problem.
In this paper, we give our observation that relevant items in enterprise proxy logs have the same time characteristic,
while irrelevant items may share the same preﬁx in their URLs. Based on our observation, we propose the ﬁrst method
named EPLogCleaner which can further ﬁltering out more than 30% URL requests comparing with traditional data
cleaning methods. The cost is a very low error rate.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We review related work in Section 2. In section 3, we explain our
new ﬁltering method EPLogCleaner. In Section 4, we present experimental results. Finally, We give conclusions and
future work in Section 5.
2. Related Work
Mining the web data is one of the most challenging tasks for the data mining and data management scholars
because there are huge heterogeneous, less structured data available on the web [4]. The description of data character-
istics reveals the importance and diﬃculty of data cleaning in web mining. According to the diﬀerence of data source,
there are three kinds of inputs in data cleaning: server log, proxy log and client log. But among all these sources of
data, the proxy log ﬁles are most complex and more vulnerable to user access data in log ﬁle [5]. As Pabarskaite, Z [6]
pointed out, preprocessing of log ﬁles is complex and laborious job and it takes 80% of the total time of web usage
mining process as whole. There are a lot of work on data cleaning of web server logs in recent years. However, data
cleaning of proxy logs attract less attention than its importance warrants.
Although there have been several diﬀerent characteristics described above, the data cleaning method of server
logs is still very enlightening. Navin Kumar Tyagi. et.al [1] provides an algorithmic approach to data preprocessing
in web usage mining. They take requests for graphical page content, or any other ﬁle which may be induced into
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web page, or navigation sessions performed by robots and web spiders into consideration. Though they discussed
the importance of proxy log, the data cleaning method they used is quite simple. Besides, Doru Tanasa and Brigitte
Trousse [2] discussed the classiﬁcation of useless data which should be cleaned away, and divided them into two
categories. One is for requests without analyzed resources such as images and multimedia ﬁles. The other is for
requests generated by web robot. However, some irrelevant information such as requests with wrong status code can
pass through their method and bring unnecessary calculation in the upcoming tasks. Taking this problem into account,
Castellano et al. [3] develop a tool named LODAP for the preprocessing of web log ﬁle. They provide three sub steps
of preprocessing, including data cleaning, data structuring and data ﬁltering. Data cleaning was performed based on
access method, status code, multimedia objects, and request generated through robots. However, most of software
updates and requests from network behavior analyzer may survive after the sub step of data cleaning. So their method
is ineﬃcient and incomplete.
Some researchers also focus on the data cleaning method of proxy log. Yu Zhang et al. [7] describe the diﬀerent
features between proxy log and server log, thus provide a data cleaning method for enterprise proxy. Although
the comparison of proxy log and server log is convincing, they use lots of empirical value as the threshold in the
experiment without explanation or theoretical support. It makes the experimental result questionable.
In conclusion, existing methods either used an ineﬀective data cleaning method which overlook the characteristics
of proxy logs, or use lots of empirical value without detailed discussion. Based on long-term observation of enterprise
proxy log, this paper focus on the data cleaning problem and proposed a new ﬁltering method EPLogCleaner in order
to further improve data quality by removing speciﬁc irrelevant requests which share the same time characteristic from
proxy log. In our approach, we conﬁrmed that such requests are much more regularly and even periodically than
others, and this can be used as the characteristic in distinguishing them from others. By using such characteristics,
researchers may further reduce irrelevant items in proxy log while still ensure the remaining items are valid.
3. EPLogCleaner
Before introducing our EPLogCleaner, we ﬁrst give three basic assumptions that will be used in our work.
1. At least one computer is on and connected to the Internet at any time (including oﬀ hours) in an enterprise,
so as to capture unambiguous HTTP requests to analyze. This assumption can be met easily, because many
employees have the habits of keeping their computers on even if they are not there, for downloading movies at
night or avoiding the trouble of turning on and oﬀ computers. In the worst case, we can makes the assumption
meet artiﬁcially.
2. For any HTTP request from the enterprise at night, if it cannot be traced 1, it can be regarded as an automat-
ic request, which is deﬁned as the request that is not triggered by human’s active behaviors but by computer
applications automatically. Automatic requests, whose two typical representative are software automatic up-
dates and heartbeat requests, are also irrelevant items because they do not introduce any improvement in mining
eﬃciency. Furthermore, they are a large part of irrelevant items in enterprise proxy logs.
3. If an URL are accessed many times by known automatic requests, any request access to the URL is generated
automatically at a large probability, no matter it occurs at any time.
In our work, each item in the enterprise log contains the following six ﬁelds: client address (host name or IP
address), request time, access method (GET, HEAD, POST and so on), accessed URL, HTTP status code (200, 400
etc.), webpage size (only for successful request). Based on the above three assumptions, EPLogCleaner consists of
three stages, as shown in Figure 2.
The ﬁrst stage is named as StandardFilter, which makes comprehensive use of classical techniques to ﬁlter some
types of irrelevant items, such as multimedia ﬁles and error access information. The main idea is to inspect the content
of each ﬁeld and discard some obvious meaningless items. For example, accessed URL is the identiﬁer of a “jpg, “jpeg
or “avi ﬁle, access URLs not using GET method, HTTP status code 400 which indicates bad request. One thing to
note is that StandardFilter is impossible to ﬁlter out any relevant items (no false-positive ﬁltering), as the accuracy of
similar techniques has been validated in multiple systems [3]. The remaining items are stored into the “StandardLog”
File.
1A HTTP request is traceable if it is from a traced computers that has been recorded to use for overtime work.
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Figure 2. The processing ﬂowchart of EPLogCleaner
TimeFilter, which works in the second stage, aims to discard the untraceable requests that are generated by com-
puters without human operations in a long time of the night. Owing to the second assumption, we know these requests
are all automatic requests. Obviously, which time period is considered as night is a key factor that inﬂuence the ﬁnal
ﬁltering eﬀectiveness and accuracy. As long as the time period does not include work time, we can think that the
ﬁltering result of this stage is also no false-positive. After the stage, all the automatic requests occurring at night in
the “StandardLog” are ﬁltered out, and the remaining items are stored into the “DayStandardLog” File.
The third stage aims to discard the automatic requests occurred in the daytime that are in the “DayStandardLog”
File. One simple and direct method to achieve the goal is to inspect the accessed URL ﬁeld for each item in the
“DayStandardLog” File and ﬁlter it out if the URL is also accessed at night. Although the method is no false-positive
owing to the third assumption, it is very ineﬃcient, as there exists thousand kinds of dynamic URL which makes the
number of URL keeps growing rapidly over time and the number of URLs is too large for a rule set. To address the
problem, we use the preﬁxes of URLs accessed at night as the ﬁltering rules in this stage, because there are usually
the same type of resources with the same preﬁx. However, the eﬃciency is at the cost of wrongly ﬁltering some
relevant items. Therefore, we need to make a trade-oﬀ between the eﬃciency and the wrong-ﬁltering by carefully
selecting appropriate preﬁxes as rules. To decrease the wrong-ﬁltering as much as possible, we propose the following
two measures. Firstly, we choose the path which is the part before the last slash in a URL as its preﬁx. It is because
that there are always multiple URLs under one path and they are always similar to each other due to the URL’s
hierarchy [8]. Secondly, we introduce a threshold k, and select a preﬁx as rules only when the ratio of the number of
overnight items whose URLs share the same preﬁx and the number of all requests is larger than the threshold k. Since
the value of k obviously inﬂuences the ﬁltering rate and precision rate, we did a series of experiments to study the
parameter k and discuss the relationship among the value of k, the ﬁltering rate and precision.
The pseudo-code of selecting preﬁxes in our work is shown in Algorithm 1. We make use of hash table in order
to perform operations such as lookup, increase and so on quickly on the preﬁxes, and we use the classical linked
list method to resolve hash collision. Each node in the list is an instance of a simple data structure which has four
members: preﬁx; preﬁx@night (the number of overnight requests whose URLs have the same preﬁx with preﬁx);
preﬁx@day (the number of daytime requests whose URLs have the same preﬁx with preﬁx); next (a pointer pointing
to the next node in the list).
4. Experimental Results
In this section, we demonstrate the utility of EPLogCleaner to ﬁlter irrelevant items. We evaluate our work on the
following two metrics: ﬁltering rate and precision rate. Filtering rate is the ratio of the number of ﬁltered requests by
our work and the number of all requests; precision rate is the ratio of the number of ﬁltered requests that are really
irrelevant items and the number of ﬁltered requests by our work. To get the precision rate, one preparatory work
is to ﬁnd a log whose requests have been labelled as irrelevant or not. On one hand, to the best of our knowledge,
there is no already labeled log ﬁle public at present, mainly because the URLs may contain sensitive information or
privacy [9]. On the other hand, labelling each request manually is time-consuming especially for a large log ﬁle, and
the result is not very credible.
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code for Selecting Preﬁxes as Rules
Require: DayStandardLog DSL, threshold k;
Ensure: Preﬁx Set PS;
1: PS = NULL;
2: for each item x ∈ DSL and x occurs at night do
3: if x can not be traced then
4: if preﬁx(x) is already in the hash table then
5: node[x].preﬁx@night++;
// preﬁx(x) is the preﬁx of x’s URL, node[x] is the structure node that contains preﬁx(x) in the hash table.
6: else
7: initialize a new structure node containing preﬁx(x), and add it into the hash table;
8: end if
9: end if
10: end for
11: for each item x ∈ DSL and x occurs in the daytime do
12: if preﬁx(x) is already in the hash table then
13: node[x].preﬁx@day++;
14: end if
15: end for
16: for each structure node node in the hash table do
17: if node.pre f ix@nightnode.pre f ix@night+node.pre f ix@day > k then
18: add the preﬁx in node into the preﬁx set PS;
19: end if
20: end for
Table 1. Statistical information of diﬀerent logs.
Logs File Size (GB) # of URLs (106) # of URL requests (106)
Original Log 8.28 7.59 21.15
StandardLog 4.35 5.96 14.86
DayStandardLog 3.67 5.43 13.85
Filtered Log 2.93 4.23 9.29
As mentioned above, all the requests ﬁltered by StandardFilter and TimeFilter are all really irrelevant items.
Only PreﬁxFilter may ﬁlter some relevant requests, and their URLs must not be accessed at night. In this paper, we
consider all these requests ﬁltered by PreﬁxFitler and whose URLs are not be accessed at night as ﬁltered requests
that are relevant items, and use their number to calculate the precision rate. However, we argue that this value is much
larger than the true value of precision rate, because most of the requests ﬁltered by PreﬁxFilter are irrelevant items
according to our above analysis.
For this purpose, we use a real-world traﬃc trace captured from the border router of a medium-sized enterprise
intranet. The trace contains a month’s traﬃc, which lasts from October 20, 2012 to November 20, 2012. In the trace,
there are 7.59 diﬀerent million URLs in total, which are accessed 21.15 million times by 106 IP addresses, which
constitute an enterprise proxy log of 8.28 GB.
Table 1 shows the statistical information for “Original Log”, “StandardLog”, “DayStandardLog” and “Filtered
Log”, including ﬁle size, the number of URLs and their corresponding accessed times. Here, threshold k is set to
0.9, and the time period between 10:00 pm and 8:00 am is considered as night. From Table 1 we can ﬁnd that
EPLogCleaner can ﬁlter 1-9.29/21.15=56.1% requests, and the precision rate is 93.5% at least. This means that our
EPLogCleaner is suitable to improve data quality of enterprise proxy logs.
Next, we evaluate the eﬀect of threshold k and night length N for EPLogCleaner on ﬁltering rate and precision
rate. Night length is deﬁned as the time in hours that night covers. In order to facilitate comparison, we limit the end of
night at 8 am. Thus, if we night starts at 10 pm, then night length N is 10. Because relevant items may be ﬁltered only
in the third stage PreﬁxFilter where k and N work, we compare with the corresponding values in “DayStandardLog”
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Figure 3. Filtering rate and precision rate for URLs as a function of
threshold k (night length N = 10)
Figure 4. Filtering rate and precision rate for URL requests as a func-
tion of threshold k (night length N = 10)
when calculating ﬁltering rate and precision rate.
Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows the change of ﬁltering rate and the inﬁmum of precision rate for diﬀerent threshold k
on our experimental data. All the values are obtained under night length N = 10. As shown in the ﬁgures, decreasing
k will decrease the inﬁmum of precision rate while increase ﬁltering rate. So we have to make a trade-oﬀ between the
ﬁltering rate and the precision rate. It is clearly that the number of items can be reduced by more than 30% in the third
stage while the inﬁmum of precision rate is always above 90% when k is set to 0.9. So we choose 0.9 as the value of
k in the following experiment.
We observe the change of ﬁltering rate and the inﬁmum of precision rate for URLs and the corresponding requests
on diﬀerent night lengths (N = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}) under threshold k=0.9, and show the result in Figure 5
and Figure 6. As can be seen in these ﬁgures, ﬁltering rate increases while precision rate decreases with the change of
night length for URLs and the corresponding requests overall, except a abnormal point where the night length is set
to be 5. This is because that there are a few unique URLs with the ﬁltered preﬁxes only appear between 2:00 am and
3:00 am. So the number of ﬁltered URL Requests decrease when the night length becomes from 5 to 6, as a result,
there is a little decrease on ﬁltering rate. As shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6, we can further ﬁnd that the ﬁltering rate
and the inﬁmum of precision rate show very small change when the night length is larger than 8, and are better than
the others. The primary reason is that the number of automatic requests is stable in daytime, and the ﬁltering rate
keeps stable after the duration exceeds a certain value.
5. Conclusion
Experiment results show that EPLogCleaner can ﬁlter out more than 30% URL requests which cannot be ﬁltered
by traditional data cleaning methods for proxy logs. But not all ﬁltered data is valuable and relevant. Some keep-
alive links add timestamp into their URLs, so their preﬁx cannot be added directly to our preﬁx library simply by the
threshold. It made some irrelevant and useless data stay in the ﬁnal result. Besides, the design of threshold and the
estimation method of precision rate is relatively simple.
Next, we will ﬁrst analysis the timestamp information in the URL, capture its characteristics in order to obtain
higher ﬁltering rate. Moreover, we will improve the design of threshold and the estimation method of precision rate
in order to make the experimental results much more accurate and reliable.
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Figure 5. Filtering rate and precision rate for URLs as a function of
N (k = 0.9)
Figure 6. Filtering rate and precision rate for URL requests as a func-
tion of N (k = 0.9)
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